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Abstract On our way to develop a comprehensive simulator of vertical-cavity surfaceemitting lasers including carrier transport, optical modes, light-matter interaction and heat
conduction, we address some critical multiscale aspects of the adopted coupling strategy.
The quantum corrections to the semiclassical carrier transport framework are the bridge
from nanometer to micrometer scales. In this paper, such corrections are shown to be fundamental in view of predicting the mode competition ruling VCSEL operation. Nevertheless,
they can generate unforeseen features such as swirling electron flows in the active region,
which are discussed here in detail. The simulation approach has been finally tested through
a successful comparison with a large set of experimental results.
Keywords VCSELs · multiphysical simulation · optoelectronic device simulation ·
drift-diffusion

1 Introduction
More than 40 years after their conception, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs)
are the standard semiconductor light sources in several applications such as short-range data
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communication systems, optical mice, printers or sensors [1]. The industry fascination of
VCSELs is far from being exhausted, since they are conquering the automotive and smartphone markets as core elements for LiDARs or 3D cameras [2, 3]. The VCSELs’ success is
to be ascribed to several key factors: on-wafer lasing and testing, low power consumption,
high reliability and lifetime, and the natural possibility of array configurations. Nevertheless, aiming to expand the VCSEL horizon to the widest possible application range, their
R&D is still among the liveliest branches of optoelectronics.
A major leap in this context would be producing VCSELs in the blue/green [4] as well
as in the mid-infrareds [5–7], shifting the emission wavelengths from the well-established
850 nm window. However, re-investing for each material system the tremendous amount
of time and resources that was necessary to commercialize AlGaAs devices is incompatible with today’s design-to-market industrial policies. In this view, computer-aided design
(CAD) could be strategic, allowing to avoid extensive prototype manufacturing campaigns.
Reproducing LIV curves requires to address the entangled interplay of electron transport, optical transitions, electromagnetic propagation and heat conduction by means of a
multiphysics framework. While the thermal problem is quite standard and some solutions
have been proposed for the determination of the VCSEL optical modes, the quest for the
definitive carrier injection/optical generation description is still open. In fact, even if VCSELs are admittedly highly nanostructured, they really are three-dimensional macroscopic
devices. While the solution of Maxwell’s equations for the optical problem proved to be
possible [8], simulating the entire structure by a fully quantum kinetic model at present is
unfeasible from the computational point of view. A reasonable trade-off between accuracy
and computational requirements is given by a drift-diffusion approach, complemented with
photon rate equations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the constitutive blocks of
our in-house comprehensive VCSEL electro-opto-thermal numerical simulator VENUS. In
particular, Section 2.2 focuses the discussion on the adequacy of the DD transport model to
describe VCSEL operation, proposing different approaches for bridging from the micro- to
the nanoscales. Finally, in Section 3 their impact in the attempt of reproducing experimental
results is discussed in detail by showing the consequences of the quantum corrections.

2 Description of the electro-opto-thermal simulator
2.1 General overview
Our in-house comprehensive code VENUS features an optical mode solver, a description of
the optical processes in the quantum well active region, a thermal simulator, and a carrier
transport model.
To compute VCSEL modes might be very demanding. In fact, VCSELs feature hundreds
of layers and in several applications their vectorial (polarization) characteristics are crucial.
Therefore, completely-numerical approaches are to be discarded, also because the optical
modes depend on the operation point, so that the optical solver has to be launched at least
at every bias step. In this work, we apply our in-house 3D vectorial Vcsel ELectroMagnetic
(VELM) code[8,9]. Exploiting the stacked structure of a VCSEL, VELM solves the longitudinal problem by means of a generalized transfer matrix method, where the 3D transverse
geometrical features such as the oxide aperture or the device passivation are accounted for
by coupled-mode theory. Similarly, all the other index variations are included by computing the corresponding coupling matrices. In fact, operation under strong pumping regime
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requires to exploit “hot-VELM features” [10], which account in the whole VCSEL volume
for the modified refractive index through the temperature profile. However, temperature has
many additional effects, since it strongly influences the modal guiding and therefore rules
also the transverse mode competition. The other important input from the drift-diffusion
solver to VELM is the carrier profile, both 2D and 3D. In fact, 2D carriers influence the
complex index profile (both real part, i.e. antiguiding, and imaginary part, i.e. gain). This is
also the case for 3D carriers, which, in addition, rule free-carrier absorption effects.
The optical field is expanded in the cylindrical vectorial modes of a reference medium,
exploiting the VCSEL axial symmetry. Beyond the two radiating sections, the device can
be considered homogeneous, which leads to boundary conditions relating backward to forward waves. By enforcing the mode self-consistency condition of the field after a full-cavity
round-trip an eigenvalue problem is obtained, whose complex eigenvalues represent the
modal wavelengths and the corresponding threshold gains (real and imaginary parts, respectively). The corresponding eigenvectors are the expansion coefficients of the electromagnetic field in the cylindrical wave basis and allow to compute the optical modes everywhere.
VELM proved its reliability as an optical CAD tool by assisting the analysis and design of
several VCSELs, such as: standard [11], non-circular/anisotropic [12], phase-coupled array
[13], polarization-stable [14], high-contrast grating [6, 15–17] and spiral phase plate [18]
devices.
The first step to describe the conversion of the carriers into coherent and incoherent
photons in the VCSEL active region is the evaluation of the quantum well subbands. A fair
compromise between accuracy and computational cost is given by multiband k · p envelopefunction models. More specifically, the nanostructure is described by a finite element method
(FEM). The unphysical spurious subbands have been eliminated by the approach proposed
in [19], based on representing correctly the projections of the differentiation operators [20].
Under the assumption of axial invariance, the Hamiltonian is block-diagonalized, leading to
a 4-band formulation (heavy holes, light holes, split-off and electrons). The spin degeneracy is accounted for in the evaluation of the stimulated and spontaneous emission processes,
which is performed by Fermi’s golden rule. The scattering relaxation is phenomenologically
introduced in terms of a lineshape broadening, including non-Markovian features [21]. Finally, this approach is refined with a many-body description of the carrier-induced band-gap
renormalization.
Simulating heating phenomena in VCSELs is a delicate task, due to the entangled temperature dependence of several model parameters. For example, reproducing the thermal
roll-over is difficult, since it requires the correct description of the thermally-dependent nonradiative recombinations, transverse mode interactions and optical absorption processes. In
this work the temperature profile is obtained by solving the heat equation by means of a
spectral element method (SEM) [22,23]. The domain of the heat equation is separated into
few sub-domains, where the thermal conductivity is assumed constant. In particular, in the
substrate, thermal sources are nearly z-independent, leading to almost-linear temperature
variations, while in the active part strong temperature gradients are observed. SEM permits
to define a set of local basis functions in every subdomain, each with different numerical
resolution. This allows to describe with the optimal basis each part of the VCSEL, leading
to a very fast and accurate temperature profile evaluation.
A reasonable physics-oriented approach overcoming the limits of phenomenological
carrier rate equations but more computationally-affordable than high-order semiclassical
techniques [24–26] or genuine quantum approaches [27, 28] is the drift-diffusion model [28,
29], which consists of the quasistatic Poisson’s equation coupled selfconsistently to the carrier continuity equations:
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Fig. 1 Device cross-section, limited to the drift-diffusion computational window, illustrating the main transverse features of the device under analysis. Left: longitudinal zoom of the VCSEL active region. Right: entire
simulated device, including the 110 µm thick substrate.
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The model unknowns φ , n and p are the potential and the electron and hole densities. The
quantities ND+ and NA− are the ionized donor and acceptor doping concentrations, while Jn
(J p ) and Un (U p ) indicate the electron (hole) current density and net electron (hole) recombination terms. The elementary charge and the static dielectric constants are indicated with
q and ε. In this work, the static nonlinear drift-diffusion system is solved by a generalized
Newton method, where the numerical instabilities caused by the advective nature of the current constitutive relations [30] are addressed by applying the Scharfetter-Gummel approach
[31]. To predict lasing operation, this basic model must be augmented with rate equations
relating the gain Gq , the losses Lq , the spontaneous emission Sq and the stimulated emission
power Pst,q for each q-th VCSEL mode:
∂ Pst,q
= Γz (Gq − Lq ) Pst,q + Γz Sq ,
∂t

q = 1, . . . , Nmodes ,

(2)

where Γz indicates the longitudinal confinement factor [32]. The inherent instability of the
photon rate equation arising at the transition to lasing operation has been tackled by requiring, as an additional constraint, Pst,q > 0. This strategy drives the Newton loop far from the
wrong solution, and it could be required every time a VCSEL mode starts lasing.
Among the VENUS constituents, only the electrical solver is based on an extensive spatial discretization, whereas both thermal and optical solvers are based on modal expansions.
For this reason no grid adaptation is required at all, reducing the multiphysics couplings
to the simple evaluation of the optical and thermal quantities on the drift-diffusion mesh
points. The coupling between electrical and optical/thermal simulators is included at the
end of each voltage step, so the electric, optical, and thermal simulations are not solved in
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a strictly self-consistent fashion. However, this approach is nearly exact when the voltage
increment is sufficiently small. While before appreciable current flows, a 200 mV step is
appropriate, describing lasing operation and the consequent self-heating accurately requires
steps not exceeding 20 mV. Figure 1 shows a typical VCSEL discretization. The gold and
purple regions indicate the p-contact and the passivation, respectively. A region with a very
dense mesh can be noticed, which corresponds to the active region and to the first DBR pairs
close to it. It is known that, far from the active region, the DBR layers can be replaced with
an effective average material [33]. Additional details about the VENUS workflow can be
found in [34].
The primary limitation of this model is its semiclassical nature, so that it is not suitable for simulating nanostructures. For this reason, the following section will discuss a
micro/nano-scale bridging strategy, emphasizing advantages and possible contraindications.

2.2 Bridging micro- to nano-scales by quantum-corrected transport models
From the charge carriers perspective, a VCSEL is a complex environment where the currentcarrying extended states, after being transported through the DBR and substrate bulky regions, interact in the nanostructure with localized states, which are involved in the optical
emission processes. Even if describing adequately such an entangled interaction would require quantum kinetic formalisms such as the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF),
studying an entire micro-scale device with the present computational resources is unthinkable, leading to the trade-off described in the previous Section.
With the aim to bridge the micro- and nano-scales, several groups from the early ’90s
proposed semiclassical (and specifically drift-diffusion) approaches for semiconductor laser
simulation, augmented with quantum corrections describing the bound-bulk carrier interactions. Among seminal works it is worth mentioning those by the Eisenstein [35], Baraff [36,
37], Alam [38,39] and Hess [40] groups. The latter has been adopted in the multiphysics
simulators developed by the Fichtner group [41,42], and is still a topical subject [43–45].
Inspired by these works, the authors recently developed a quantum-corrected drift-diffusion
(QCDD) code [28,46,34], where bulk carrier transport is described by standard continuity
equations. Instead, bound carriers can move freely only in the lateral quantum well direction:
 2D
∂N
1


 ∂t = q ∇t · JN 2D −UN 2D
2D


 ∂ P = − 1 ∇t · J 2D −U 2D ,
P
P
∂t
q

(3)

where ∇t denotes differentiation along the lateral QW direction, and N 2D , P2D are the bound
carrier densities. In Poisson’s equation, these charges are distributed on the confined direction according to an envelope function obtained from the solution of Schrödinger’s equation:
q
2
n 2
−∇2 φ = (p − n + ∑ Pi2D Ψi p − ∑ N 2D
+ ND+ − NA− ).
j Ψj
ε
i
j

(4)

The envelope eigenfunctions are defined on the entire VCSEL domain, so that Poisson’s
equation takes into account also the eigenfunction tails into the barriers. The eigenfunctions
are normalized according to
Z
VCSEL

2

Ψi p (z) dz =

Z
VCSEL

2

Ψjn (z) dz = 1.

(5)
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In the following we provide just a quick description of this model, focusing on how to bridge
the bulk-bound carriers. Additional details can be found in [28, 46].
The quantum capture/escape dynamics are described through a recombination rate similar to that of [36,37,40]:
"
# 

2D − E 3D
EF,n
n
N 2D
F,n
cap
Cn = 1 − exp
1−
kB T
N2
τscat,n
# 
"

3D − E 2D
EF,p
(6)
P2D
p
F,p
cap
C p = 1 − exp
1−
kB T
P2
τscat,p
{z
} | {z }
|
{z
} |
capture/escape

2D states filling

capture

These terms act as a coupling between the bulk and bound drift-diffusion equations, since
3D and
they are added to Un (U p ) and subtracted from UN 2D (UP2D ). Focusing on electrons, EF,n
2D
EF,n indicate the bulk and bound quasi-Fermi levels and N2 is the maximum density that fits
into the QW bound states [28,42,46]. At thermodynamic equilibrium, the 2D and 3D quasiFermi levels are equal, so that the net capture is zero (first parenthesis in (6)). Depending
on the injection condition, (6) can describe either capture or escape of bound carriers, as a
3D being below or above E 2D . The second parenthesis (state filling) has
consequence of EF,n
F,n
the physical meaning that the QW can capture carriers until it is full; beyond that level,
the carriers escape from it. The scattering time τscat,n takes into account all the scattering
processes in a phenomenological fashion, such as those generated by carrier-phonon and
carrier-carrier interactions, impurities and surface roughness [40]. Therefore, this parameter
governs the conversion rate of 3D↔2D carriers, and it is used in this work to fit and interpret
the experimental results. In future works it might be extracted from NEGF simulations.
cap
Figure 2 describes the role of Cn for a one-dimensional mesh. The bound and bulk
carriers are assumed to be separated in energy, which corresponds to identify as bound carriers those with energies lower than the barrier. This is enforced by evaluating the 3D carrier
densities in the QWs by means of Fermi integrals starting from the energy corresponding
to the barrier material, as shown in Fig. 2 for electrons. So, the carriers on the green nodes
can be either scattered into the QW through the capture term or move by drift-diffusion,
contributing to thermionic current [47].

3 Insights and outcomes of the quantum-corrected approach
This section describes the application of VENUS to the simulation of an oxide-confined AlGaAs VCSEL designed and manufactured at Philips Photonics. The investigated device has
the following characteristics: the 1λ -cavity is equipped with three 8 nm GaAs QWs, placed
at the peak of the optical standing wave. The 30 nm oxide layer with 4 µm aperture diameter
is placed in the first of the 21 pairs of the p-DBR outcoupling mirror. The bottom DBR
includes 37 pairs. All the mirror pairs are subjected to composition and doping gradings to
optimize the conduction features and, at the same time, to keep the free-carrier absorption
losses at a minimum. The devices under investigation show a good circularity and low birefringence, so no particular feature shows up, such as those observed, e.g., in [12]. Therefore
VENUS, which treats the transport of axisymmetric structures, can be safely applied. The
VCSEL ground contact is connected to a heat sink, whose temperature can be set to a certain value. This allowed to perform experimental characterizations emulating 20 ◦ C, 50 ◦ C,
80 ◦ C and 110 ◦ C ambient temperatures.
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EC

cap

Cn

Fig. 2 Sketch of the adopted quantum correction for the conduction band. The green circles indicate the mesh
points involved in the process. The solid purple and dashed red curves identify the band structures for bulk
and bound carriers.

A large set of experimental results is available for each of these conditions: in addition
to the LIV characteristics, this includes several optical spectra measured at different injection currents. Such data allows to keep track of the temperature increase by measuring the
wavelength red-shift, and to evaluate the modal power information, disclosing which transverse mode is lasing and in which proportion to the other ones [48]. In this work we focus
on 50 ◦ C heat sink temperature, which is an intermediate condition among those available
from the experiments.
Due to the 4 µm diameter oxide aperture, the VCSEL under investigation supports
mainly the fundamental (LP01 ) and the first higher-order (LP11 ) modes, while the second
higher-order mode (LP02 ) appears just before the VCSEL switch-off, so that one of the
main modeling challenges is the correct prediction of the transverse mode competition.
Mode competition is governed by spatial hole-burning, which distributes gain differently
to the transverse modes at increasing optical power: the spatial hole is dug according to the
modal field intensity profiles and re-filled by the motion of carriers. This is why QW carrier mobility is the most important model parameter ruling spatial hole-burning: if diffusion
were infinite, no spatial hole could be observed while, with low mobility, mode competition
would be exclusively ruled by the optical VCSEL features.
Spectral hole-burning effects are included in the simulation framework as well, in terms
of a gain compression factor. Although this is known to impact on VCSEL dynamics, it
does not affect significantly the LIV static characteristics [1]. Future works will deal with
the impact of spectral hole-burning on the VCSEL dynamic/noise characteristics.
Besides providing a realistic longitudinal profile of the space charge (related to the carrier eigenfunctions of (4)), the quantum corrections described in Sect. 2.2 are an essential
tool to enhance the description of carrier transport in the active region. To demonstrate this
point, Fig. 3 reports a comparison of simulation results obtained with a simplified VENUS
implementation where the QWs are treated as standard, bulk heterostructures [47] (a)–(c),
and with quantum corrections (d)–(f). The experimental results are indicated with black dots
in the IV and LI characteristics and as open bullets in the modal power contributions. In these
simulations, the electron mobility in the VCSEL QWs is reduced parametrically by a factor
of 20, 5 and 1 (nominal bulk value). Instead, the mobility of holes, already lower than that
of electrons by a factor of 20, is kept at the nominal bulk value.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of VENUS simulations with experimental results. Figures (a)–(c) and (d)–(f) are obtained
with bulk and quantum-corrected simulations, respectively. The three simulations are obtained for different
QW mobilities, which are multiplied by a factor 0.05 (dash-dotted curve), 0.2 (dashed curve), and 1 (solid
curve). In the IV (a), (d), and LI (b), (e) characteristics, the different simulations have been also identified
with different colors, to help comparison with the experiments (black dots). Subplots (c) and (f) focus on the
competition between the LP01 (blue), LP11 (red) and LP02 (yellow) modes.
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In the quantum-corrected simulations (d)–(f), the effect of a reduced mobility is very
strong on both the electrical (IV) and optical (LI) features. In fact, at around 2.2 V, using
the bulk mobility (blue curves) would imply doubling the current and a completely wrong
LI curve, with a doubled optical power and a delayed roll-over. A strong impact can also
be observed in the modally-resolved output powers (d): the overestimated bulk mobility
prevents the spatial hole from being dug, so the fundamental mode (LP01 ) is dominant over
the whole operation range, the first-order mode (LP11 ) experiences a delayed start, and the
third mode (LP02 ) never shows up. From these numerical experiments we can conclude that
the mobility in the QWs must be around one fifth of that of the bulk.
On the contrary, the bulk simulations (a)–(c) are characterized by a strong insensitivity of
the LIV characteristics on the QW mobility. More in detail, the bulk IV characteristics are not
too different from the measured ones, even if they exhibit an angular point in correspondence
of the optical threshold. Changing the mobility has no impact on the initial slope of the LI
curves, which is quite close to that of the quantum-corrected simulation with bulk mobility.
Moreover, this leads just to a 10% variation of the optical power compared to its maximum,
with a marginal effect on the earlier and faster roll-over. This implies that, without quantum
corrections, it is not possible to reproduce adequately the experimental results. The modallyresolved powers (f) confirm this trend, exhibiting a minor impact of the mobility change,
giving no chance to the LP02 mode to appear.
Carrier mobility has been deeply investigated for bulk GaAs [49] and proved to be a
complex topic. In fact it depends, besides alloy composition, on doping concentration [50].
Heating plays a relevant role as well, since the internal temperature increase in these devices is of the order of 100 ◦ C that, added to the heat sink temperature, can reach a total
of about 200 ◦ C. A large body of work has been devoted to the study of mobility in twodimensional electron gases (2DEGs), with the aim of optimizing lateral transport in high
electron mobility transistors (HEMTs). In this context, it is well known that surface roughness scattering from the well-barrier interfaces is an important mobility limiting scattering
mechanism, strongly dependent on the QW width, barrier composition and growth condition. In fact, in narrow quantum wells, interface irregularities cause strong fluctuations in the
confinement energies, which are known to drastically reduce the electron mobilities, as also
observed from our simulations [51,52]. The main difference between the HEMT channel
and the VCSEL active region is that in the QWs both electrons and holes are present. In this
view, also Coulomb scattering contributes to the detriment of carrier mobility [53].
The fundamental role of quantum corrections might seem surprising, especially if we
think that they are applied just to the three 8 nm QWs. However, since QWs are the strongest
recombination centers of the device, it is reasonable that disabling the vertical transport
channel across the nanostructure emphasizes the importance of motion along the only direction allowed, and in general affects the carrier dynamics. The phenomenological scattering
times τscat,n/p in (6) allow to tune the effects of quantum corrections. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 4, which reports the LIV characteristics simulated by varying parametrically the electron and holes scattering times. More in detail, Fig. 4(a) shows that fast capture dynamics,
described with short scattering times, resembles the bulk scenario, as emphasized by the angular point in the IV characteristics at the optical threshold just like in Fig. 3(a). In this view,
the quantum correction can be interpreted as some sort of additional latency introduced in
the carrier dynamics and not applicable to the classical heterostructure treatment [47]. Too
much latency inhibits the 3D–2D carrier exchanges, affecting both the electrical and the optical characteristics. The results of Fig. 4 suggest to use scattering times of the order of 10 ps
at most, which are compatible with the results presented in the literature [40].
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Fig. 4 Investigation of the effect of the electron capture time on the electrical (a) and optical (b) device
performance. Red, green and blue curves refer to capture times of 1, 10 and 50 ps, respectively.

Since VENUS is an in-house software, it provides access to several intermediate quantities, such as those reported in Fig. 5, in the proximity of the active region. The (a)–(c) and
(d)–(f) plots report bulk and quantum-corrected results, respectively. Focusing on the carrier
density plots (a) and (d), one effect of the quantum corrections can be immediately noticed:
the peaks, each one corresponding to a QW, are much smoother in the quantum-corrected
than in the bulk simulations, since the former are distributed according to the envelope eigenfunctions, as shown in (4). Subfigures (b) and (e) report the electron (blue), hole (red) and
total (green) currents. The green curves demonstrate that our approaches conserve the total
current in any longitudinal section, as obviously dictated by the conservation law. Just like
the carrier density plots, also these figures allow to identify the QWs as the regions where
electron current is converted into hole current. Such phenomenon is related to the (mainly
radiative) recombination phenomena occurring in the QWs, modeling the conversion of carriers into photons. The presence of minority currents at the sides of the cavity can be noticed,
which indicate an incomplete conversion; this is commonly referred to as the leakage current. Finally, subfigures (c) and (f) report the electron (blue) and hole (red) current vector
plots for the bulk and quantum-corrected simulations, respectively. These vector plots are
strictly connected to (b) and (e), which are obtained by computing their flux integrals at each
longitudinal section.
Figure 5(f) highlights a rather peculiar phenomenon. While the bulk current plot (c)
shows the typical hole into electron current conversion, its quantum-corrected counterpart
features an electron vortex: both hole and electron current densities point towards the active
region, and the electron current exhibits a swirling motion supported by lateral transport in
the QW. Being alerted about this unusual current flow, which seems to suggest the presence
of unphysical generation terms in the proximity of the QW, a detailed investigation of the
VCSEL recombination rates in the active region has been carried out. By this way it was
possible to find that, in the lasing operation injection regime, the electron and hole recombination terms are locally different, dominated by the bulk-bound scattering terms (6). In the
case of electrons these are negative, which corresponds to a net carrier escape and then to
a generation term for bulk carriers. This is shown in Fig. 6(a), which reports the QW electron (blue) and hole (red) capture terms assuming nominal bulk electron mobility in the QW
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Fig. 5 Detailed results from the simulation of the reference VCSEL, without (a)–(c) and with (d)–(f) quantum
corrections, at an injection of 10 mA. Subfigures (a) and (d) report the carrier densities on the device axis
around the central QW (set as coordinate reference). Subfigures (b) and (e) show the flux integrals of the
electron (blue) and hole (red) current densities for each longitudinal direction; the green line is their sum. The
vector plots (c) and (f) show the electron (blue) and hole (red) current densities in the proximity of the active
region.
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Fig. 6 Left: carrier capture radial profiles. Right: carrier density vector plots. Blue and red curves refer to
electrons and holes, respectively. Subfigures (a) and (b) have been obtained assuming bulk mobility also in
the quantum wells, whereas in (c) and (d) it has been multiplied by a factor 0.05.

(such as in the blue dashed-dotted curves in Fig. 3). Correspondingly, Fig. 6(b) clearly shows
the electron vortex with the current density that flows towards the active region, moves laterally in the QW and escapes at higher distance from the VCSEL axis.
Even if this phenomenon could be at first regarded as unphysical, no inconsistency can
be found in the model. First of all, VENUS does not rely on the n = p approximation typical
of rate equation solvers, because the electron and hole transport parameters (density of states
and mobility) differ significantly: this justifies local differences between electron and hole
densities. However, global neutrality is satisfied in VENUS. In fact, if the volume integrals
of the generation/recombination terms were different, the current could not be conserved.
As already shown in Fig. 3(b), current is conserved through the active region, which demonstrates that the integrals (in cylindrical coordinates!) of the electron and hole capture rates
in Fig. 6(a) are equal. As it can be seen by integrating the continuity equations in (1), current conservation implies that the electron and hole recombination integrals are equal. Since
Shockley-Read-Hall, radiative and Auger recombinations are locally equal for electrons and
holes, the capture term integrals must be equal.
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The role of lateral diffusion in this phenomenon is demonstrated by Fig. 6, which compares the simulation results for an electron QW mobility equal to the bulk value (Figs. 6(a,b))
and reduced to 5% of the bulk value (Figs. 6(c,d)). A lower QW mobility leads to a lower
escape (see Fig. 6(c)) and, correspondingly, to a much mitigated electron vortex effect (just
a few blue arrows can be noticed below the oxide aperture). In fact, lateral transport in the
quantum well is influenced by the positive electrostatic field, peaking at the oxide aperture,
which acts as a driving force for QW electrons, moving them towards the VCSEL axis. The
generation of such QW excess electrons, which increase when higher electron mobilities are
assumed, explains the negative capture rates. The impact of a negative capture on current
density can be grasped easily if we consider the current continuity equation reduced to 1D:

1 ∂ Jn
= Un .
q ∂z

(7)

It is clear that the current decreases in presence of negative net recombinations, which is the
case of carrier escape on the VCSEL axis (ρ = 0) and is somehow similar to what happens in
photodiodes under illumination. This effect does not influence only the active region since,
in highly-pumped regimes corresponding to strong carrier escape, some space is required
for current to recover its “usual” behavior.
An experimental observation of the electron vortex could be potentially obtained from
an imaging of the spatially-resolved current densities inside the device. At present such
measurements are performed on 2D materials such as graphene [54–56], but in the past they
have been also applied to GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [57, 58]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, they have never been attempted on a complex device such as a VCSEL,
where the active region is buried below several layers. An alternative validation could be
based on more sophisticated simulation frameworks such as the non-equilibrium Green’s
function approach, even if at present it could be hardly applied to an entire VCSEL.
Having gained this experience on multiphysics modeling and after a thorough calibration procedure of the models presented in Appendix A, which led to the parameters reported
in Table 1, it was possible to achieve a satisfactory agreement with the experimental results, reported in Fig. 7. The excellent comparison of the electrical properties, evident from
Fig. 7(a), is strengthened by Fig. 7(d), which shows the differential resistance versus voltage. This is a much more sensitive quantity than the IV curve, due to its differential nature.
Fig. 7(b) reports the QW carrier concentrations versus current. Even if this quantity cannot
be related directly with experimental results, it provides a first indication of the causes of
the VCSEL switch-off. It could be seen that, at the roll-over, 3D carriers (specifically electrons) start to grow quickly. This is a consequence of the drop of the stimulated emission,
which corresponds to a rise of other recombination terms. This is especially true for Auger
processes [34,59–62], which are identified as fundamental mechanisms limiting lasing operation. The wavelength red-shifts reported in Fig. 7(e) are the thermometers of the VCSEL,
since they are directly related to the temperature increase in the device; in this view, this excellent comparison corroborates the correctness of the VENUS thermal modeling. Finally,
understanding the role of the quantum corrections on the lateral transport was crucial in
view of reproducing the optical VCSEL properties. This is certainly important for the total
optical power, reported in Fig. 7(c), but also for individual modal contributions, as shown in
Fig. 7(f), which demonstrates a very good prediction of the multimode competition occurring in the VCSEL.
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Fig. 7 VENUS output chart, reporting also the experimental results of the VCSEL under analysis (4 µm oxide
aperture at 50 ◦ C). The chart features: IV characteristics, 3D and 2D carrier densities at the QW center (the
only quantities not directly observable from experiments), LI characteristics, differential resistance, modal
wavelengths and lasing powers. The experimental results are indicated by dots or open circles, VENUS
outputs with continuous lines.
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Table 1 Transport, thermal and optical parameters of Alx Ga1−x As.
Parameter

Values

Ref.

Parameter

Values

Ref.

χ0 , x < 0.45 (eV)
χ0 , x ≥ 0.45 (eV)
εr,s
Eg0,Γ (eV)
Eg0,X (eV)
Eg0,L (eV)
βg (K)
αΓ (eV/K)
αX (eV/K)
αL (eV/K)
αχ (eV/K)
∆ EA
∆ ED (eV)
mΓ /m0
mX /m0
mL /m0
m p /m0
τscat,n (ps)
τscat,p (ps)
nAlGaAs

4.07 − 1.1x
3.64 − 0.14x
12.90 − 2.84x
1.519 + 1.115x + 0.37x2
1.981 + 0.124x + 0.144x2
1.815 + 0.69x
204
5.41 × 10−4
4.6 × 10−4
6.05 × 10−4
2.75 × 10−4

[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[49]
[63]
[63]
[64]
[64]
[64]
[65]
fit
fit
[67]

µn , x < 0.45 (cm2 /s/V)
µn , x ≥ 0.45 (cm2 /s/V)
µ p,300 (cm2 /s/V)
βµ,n
βµ,p
SRH (ns)
τn,300
SRH (ns)
τ p,300
βSRH
Brad (cm3 /s)
Aug
Cn (cm6 /s)
Aug
C p (cm6 /s)
κair (W/m/K)
κcavity (W/m/K)
κmirror,t (W/m/K)
κmirror,z (W/m/K)
κsubstrate (W/m/K)
κpassiv (W/m/K)
κmetal (W/m/K)
βT
dn
dT (1/K)

(8 − 22x + 10x2 ) × 103
−255 + 1160x − 720x2
370 − 970x + 740x2
0.75
0.75
1
1
1
1.8 × 10−10
5 × 10−31
3.75 × 10−31
0.025
7.8 (13)
11.6 (14.5)
9.3 (15.5)
27.6 (46)
0.4 (0.5)
300
1.30
2

[49]
[49]
[49]
fit
fit
fit
fit
fit
[49]
fit
fit
[49]
fit
fit
fit
fit
fit
[49]
[66]
[67]

0.067 + 0.083x
0.850 − 0.140x
0.560 + 0.100x
0.5 + 0.29x
10
5

4 Conclusions and future work
This paper presents the application of our VCSEL electro-opto-thermal numerical simulator
VENUS to a standard multimode device realized and characterized at Philips Photonics. In
particular, we focus on the insights and outcomes of the quantum-corrected drift-diffusion
model, clarifying its fundamental role in predicting the VCSEL characteristics.
One of the effects of quantum corrections is the generation of an electron vortex in the
active region, which appears when realistic carrier transport parameters are used. A thorough
discussion of the phenomenon is presented, showing how it doesn’t lead to any physical
contradiction and proposing possible validation strategies.
Having demonstrated in this paper the model validity through extensive comparisons
with experimental results in static conditions, future works will deal with the prediction of
the dynamic and noise properties of VCSELs.
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A Material parameters of Alx Ga1−x As
This appendix provides some details about the material parameters used in the simulations presented in this
work.
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The bandgap thermal dependence is modeled as
Eg = Eg,0 − αg

T2
.
βg + T

(8)

Starting from this expression, the densities of states are evaluated by a many-valley description [33].
The mobility dependence on doping impurity concentrations is described by a modified Hilsum model
[50] calibrated on experimental values
µn/p,300 =
1+

µn/p,int
0.35 ,


(9)

NA +ND
NX

where µn/p,int indicates the mobility of the intrinsic material, ND and NA are the donor and acceptor doping
concentrations, and NX is a fitting parameter; in our simulations, NX = 4 × 1017 cm−3 .
The thermal dependence of mobility is described by the following expression:

µn/p = µn/p,300

T
300 K

−βµ,n/p
.

(10)

.

(11)

The SRH lifetimes exhibit a similar temperature dependence:
SRH
τn/p
= τn/p,300



T
300 K

−βSRH
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